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November 30, 2022 

Eric Reid, Chair 

New England Fishery Management Council 

50 Water Street, Mill 2 

Newburyport, MA 01950 

 

 Re: Prioritizing Scallop Access to the Northern Edge for 2023 

 

Dear Chairman Reid: 

We, the undersigned, are involved in the Atlantic scallop fishery.  We urge the New England 

Council in the strongest possible terms to make access to the Northern Edge a priority under the 

scallop and habitat plans for 2023.  We do not support a long-term scallop study being the 

priority work item for next year. 

The Scallop Committee unanimously voted that access to the Northern Edge should be the 

number one scallop priority for 2023.  The Habitat Committee followed the Scallop Committee 

with its own unanimous vote that Northern Edge access should be a priority. 

Access to the Northern Edge is more important now than ever.  It is an important part of scallop 

fishery climate adaptation as the resource shifts northward.  The Northern Edge survey area 

contains the second highest concentration of harvestable scallop biomass of all survey areas right 

now.  Access is critical as fishing opportunities are at a low point. 

The science shows that an access are can be created in the Northern Edge without long-term 

consequences to the Northern Edge HAPC.  A “before and after controlled impact study” 

conducted by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution shows that all areas in the Northern 

Edge recovered from scallop dredging more intensive than commercial fishing within six years.  

The habitat in identifiable and less complex areas of the Northern Edge recovered a lot faster, in 

about two years.  Researchers are saying it may be possible to design access areas to target this 

less complex habitat.  Omnibus Habitat Amendment 2 recognized that habitat areas could change 

based on just this kind of research 

The Scallop and Habitat Committees should work together to create a precautionary access area 

program.  This makes sense because both management plans will need to be changed and both 

committees will need to work together to make access a reality.   

Thank you for your consideration and action on this important issue.  

Respectfully submitted,  
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Asher Molyneaux Hyannis, MA



David E. Frulla 
 

Kelley Drye & Warren LLP 
Washington Harbour, Suite 400 
3050 K Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20007 

Tel: (202) 342-8648 
Fax: (202) 342-8451 
dfrulla@kelleydrye.com 

 

 

 

 

 

October 25, 2022 

BY EMAIL 

Mr. Thomas Nies  

Executive Director 

New England Fishery Management Council 

50 Water Street, Mill 2 

Newburyport, MA 01950 

 

 Re: 2023 Scallop Priorities (Northern Edge Access) 

Dear Mr. Nies: 

As you know, we represent the Fisheries Survival Fund, whose participants include the significant 

majority of Full-Time Limited Access scallop permit holders.  We submit this letter regarding the 

Scallop Committee’s October 27, 2022, discussion of Council priorities for 2023.  In summary, 

FSF respectfully requests that both the Scallop and Habitat Committees make development of a 

scallop access program for the Northern Edge of Georges Bank the highest 2023 priority.   

Under the Council priorities document from the September Council meeting, the scallop action is 

#30: “support action for access to the Northern Edge HMA, including development of an access 

area program for a modified area.”  The companion habitat priority, added by the Habitat 

Committee this year for consideration, is #53: “assess possibility of, and if possible, develop an 

action to revise the HMAs on the Northern Edge of Georges Bank.”  As a place to start, the scallop 

process will need to develop a plan (which the priority terms a “support action”) for accessing the 

Northern Edge that accommodates the issues and considerations involved in access in and near the 

Habitat Area of Particular Concern (“HAPC”).  Certainly, as well, any process to develop limited 

access there will need to be iterative between the Scallop and Habitat PDTs, APs, and committees.   

Regaining access to the Northern Edge after over 25 years is an action the entire scallop industry 

strongly supports.  In a time of very limited exploitable biomass of scallops—although the scallop 

surveys found many pre-recruits—the scallop survey area that includes the Northern Edge had the 

second highest scallop biomass of all survey areas this year, as well as solid recruitment.  

The Council originally closed the Northern Edge of Georges Bank to fishing in 1994 and declared 

it an HAPC in 1998.  The Council in Omnibus Habitat Amendment 2 (“OHA2”) recommended 

the Northern Edge Reduced Impact Habitat Management Area, which would have allowed creation 
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of a scallop access area plan in part of the Northern Edge.  The habitat provisions for Eastern 

Georges Bank, including those relating to scallop access, were the result of considerable work and 

compromise over OHA2’s many years of development.  However, NMFS disapproved OHA2’s 

Eastern Georges Bank provisions. 

Regional Administrator Bullard’s January 3, 2018, letter disapproving the Eastern Georges OHA2 

provisions framed the Northern Edge issue in the following terms:  “We determined that there was 

insufficient information to support the Closed Area II recommendation.  The Council’s 

recommended HMAs on Georges Bank do not sufficiently address the impact of limited access 

scallop dredging on highly vulnerable habitat within the Closed Area II Habitat Closure Area.” 

These concerns have now been addressed.  Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, under the 

leadership of Dr. Scott Gallagher, conducted a before and after controlled impact study (BACI), 

on the Northern Edge using scallop dredges.  The purpose of the study was to see if scallop dredges 

caused irreparable harm to the fish habitat within the HAPC on the Northern Edge.  

Dr. Gallagher presented his team’s findings at a joint Scallop-Habitat PDT meeting on October 

13, 2022.   Dr. Gallagher’s summary conclusions to the PDTs included the following: “It may be 

possible to target specific low complexity homogenous habitats for opening a limited fishery while 

scallop abundance is high while maintaining no-take zones in complex epifaunal habitat … .”  

OHA2 fully envisioned that habitat management should be an on-going process and expressly 

contemplated on-going scientific research in habitat management areas. 

More specifically, based upon updated information collected from Habcam this summer, Dr. 

Gallagher’s study found that all the habitat types in the HAPC, including the most complex studied, 

fully recovered in less than 6 years from scallop dredging more intensive than that conducted in 

commercial operations.  Some fish populations, monkfish, in particular, actually increased in the 

dredged areas following scallop fishing.  Moreover, sand/gravel areas recovered more quickly than 

more complex areas, with recovery in the sand/gravel areas occurring generally after 2 years.  

Accordingly, the scientific information now exists to revisit Northern Edge access for the scallop 

fishery.  

It is important, however, that any scallop access program for the Northern Edge cannot simply be 

a Council habitat action.  A scallop action must be included as an integral component so that any 

habitat impacts can be avoided or mitigated to the extent practicable.  OHA2 contained no such 

scallop access area plan—rather, it just drew boundary lines.  As a result, then-RA Bullard 

explained in January of 2018 that, “Without more consideration and analysis … it is not possible 

to determine under what conditions rotational scallop fishing should be permitted in the Northern 

Edge ….”  Development of a scallop access plan for the Northern Edge thus goes hand-in-glove 

with analysis of the habitat impacts of any such plan. 
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Now is the appropriate time for the Council to take up this challenging and important issue.  Dr. 

Gallagher’s work has been completed and responds to concerns previously expressed by the 

Habitat PDT.  Other than annual specifications, there are no significant carry-over scallop action 

items on priorities from 2022 to 2023.  And, while it is critical that the Council’s habitat process 

address offshore wind issues, that process should address important, topical fishery conservation 

and management issues as well, Northern Edge access being prominent among them. 

FSF representatives and participants will be at the Scallop Committee meeting on October 27 to 

discuss these matters more fully.  In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact us if you have 

any questions or need additional information. 

        Sincerely, 

         

        David E. Frulla 

        Andrew E. Minkiewicz 

 

        Counsel to Fisheries Survival Fund 
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